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Abstract
An additive and multiplicative privacy homomorphism is an encryption function mapping addition and multiplication
of cleartext data into two operations on encrypted data. One such privacy homomorphism is introduced which has the
novel property of seeming secure against a known-cleartext attack. An application to multilevel statistical computation is
presented, namely classified retrieval of exact statistics from unclassified computation on disclosure-protected (perturbed)
data.
Keywords: Privacy homomorphisms; Statistical confidentiality; Safety/security in digital systems

1. Introduction
Privacy homomorphisms
(PHs from now on) were
formally introduced in [ 51 as a tool for processing encrypted data. Basically, they are encryption functions
Ek : T + T’ which allow to perform a set F’ of operations on encrypted data without knowledge of the
decryption function Dk. Knowledge of Dk allOWS to
recover the outcome of the corresponding set F of operations on clear data. The security gain is especially
apparent in a multilevel security environment:
data
can be encrypted at a cla.&fied level, be processed
by an unclassified computing facility (external contractor), and the result be decrypted by the classified
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level. For illustration,
of PH, given in [5]

consider the following

example

Example 1. Let p and q be two large secret primes.
Consider the set of cleartext data T = Z, and the
set of cleartext operations F = {+,, -m, x,} consisting, respectively, of the addition, subtraction and
multiplication
modulo m, with m = pq. Let the ciphertext data set be T’ = iz, x Z,. Ciphertext operations F’ are the componentwise
version of those in
F. Define the encryption key k = (p, q) and Ek( a) =
[amodp,amodql.Givenk=(p,q),Dk([b,c])is
computed using the Chinese remainder theorem.
Unfortunately, it is shown in [2] that this PH can
be broken - i.e. p and q can be discovered - using a
known-cleartext attack.
Next follow some well-known results about PHs.
If a PH preserves order, then it is insecure against a
ciphertext-only attack. If a PH has addition among its
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ciphertext-domain
operations, then it is insecure under chosen ciphertext attack [ 11. With the exception
of the RSA algorithm - which preserves only multiplication - all of the examples proposed in [ 51 were
subsequently shown to be breakable by a ciphertextonly attack or, at most, a known-cleartext attack (see
[ 21) ; the authors of [ 21 introduced R-additive PHs
which remain secure at the cost of putting a restriction on the number of ciphertexts that can be added
together. Lacking secure PHs that preserve more than
one operation, successful attempts at encrypted data
processing have rather been based on ad-hoc procedures [ 1,7]. We present in this paper a new privacy
homomorphism
which preserves addition and multiplication, and has the remarkable property of seeming
able to withstand a known-cleat-text attack.
In Section 2 the new PH is motivated and specified,
and its security is analyzed thereafter. Section 3 concludes by showing an application that allows recovery of exact statistics at a classified level from unclassified computation on disclosure-protected
data (e.g.
perturbed data) : the way to subcontracting statistical
computation is thus opened.

2. A new privacy homomorphism
We propose in this section a new privacy homomorphism which is similar to the one of Example 1 (it
has the same sets T, T’, F and F’), but entails two
significant improvements
l Small values are nontrivially
encrypted.
l The new PH is able to withstand
a known-cleartext
attack.
When p, q, m = pq are very large integers, a small
value a is very likely to have the same representation
over Z,, Z, and Z,, that is a mod m = a mod p =
a mod q if a < min (p, q) . This is an undesirable feature, because the homomorphism of Example 1 leaves
the cleartext unencrypted (trivial ciphertext). A possible solution is to multiply a by a pair of secret constants rp and r4 such that rp < p and ry < q (the encryption key is now extended to k = (p, q, rp , rq) ) , A
further improvement to deter ciphertext-only
attacks
based on frequency analysis is to secretly and randomly split u into a.~,. . . , a.,, such that a,j E Z,, and
~~=i a,j mod m = a. Thus the privacy homomorphism
we propose is:

Processing
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Public parameters. n and m (actually m can be
made secret, to increase security).
Secret key. p and q large primes, such that pq =
m. Also, rp E Z,, such that it generates a large
multiplicative subgroup in Z, - (0). Also, r4 with
similar properties with respect to Z,.
Encryption. Randomly split a E Z,, into secret
U.l,..., a., such that u = CJL, u.j mod m and a,j E
Z,. Compute
&(a)

= (la.lrp

modp,a.lr,

modql,

ia.& mod p, u.gri mod 41,
. . . , [a.,$ mod p, u.nra mod q]).

(1)

Decryption. Compute the scalar product of the jth
[ modp, mod q] pair by [ r;j mod p, r;j mod q]
to retrieve the [ a.j mod p, a,j mod q]. Add up to
get [a mod p, u mod q] . Use the Chinese remainder theorem to get a mod m.
As encrypted values are computed over (Z x Z)”
by the unclassified level, the use of rp and ry requires
that the terms of the encrypted value having different
r-degree be handled separately - the r-degree of a
modp, respectively mod q, term is the exponent of the
power of r,,, respectively rq, contained in the term.
This is necessary for the classified level to be able to
multiply each term by r,;’
(inverse of rr, over Z,)
and r;’ (inverse of r4 over Z,) the right number of
times, before adding all terms up, reducing the final
result into Z, x Z,, and decrypting into Z,,.
The only operation that alters the r-degree is multiplication. If cleartext data x and y have been encrypted
as E&(x) and &(y), with r-degrees 1z1and n2, then
the product Ek( z) = &(x)Ek(y)
has r-degree n =
nt + n2. The result may have terms Ek,j (z ) with degrees ranging from j = 1 to n and can be represented
in vector notation as

If we set r = [ rp , r4 I then Ek ( z ) can also be written
as a polynomial
&(Z)[r]

= tlr+...+t,r”.

Although the coefficients tj are in practice unknown
to the unclassified level, the polynomial notation is
useful to understand how algebraic operations should
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be carried out by this level using terms Ek,j (z ) rather
than coefficients tj.
Addition and subtraction. In vector notation, they
are done componentwise
over Z, which in polynomial notation means adding terms with the same
degree.
Multiplication. It works like in the case of polynomials: all terms are cross-multiplied
in Z, with a
jtth degree term by a j2th degree term yielding a
(jr + j2) th degree term; finally, terms having the
same degree are added up.
Division. Cannot be carried out in general because
the polynomials are a ring, but not a field. A good
solution is to leave divisions in rational format by
considering the field of rational functions, i.e. fractions whose numerator and denominator are polynomials. In this way, if a and b are two integers, we
encrypt a/b as
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(-0.1,0.3,0.1,2).
sitions, multiply
fractions

In order to suppress decimal pothese data by 10, thus getting the

1

x3=x3=_
10

219

and

10

2

~a=?=~.

Numerators are secretly and randomly split and then
transformed according to the proposed PH, thus obtaining first and second r-degree terms

&(x.2)

=Ek(3)

=&(2,l)

= (14,619 [4,91),

Ek(i.3) =&(l)

= &(4,--3)

= (1% 121, [s,l21),

&(X4)

=&(3,-l)

= ([6,91,

= &(2)

[l3,41).

&(a)
&(b)

’

Note 1. When addition or subtraction are performed
on fractions with different denominators, numerators
cannot be added or subtracted directly. The rules for
ordinary fractions should be followed

&(a)&(d)

&(a> f h(C)
Ek(b)

-&(d)

=

f &(b)&(c)

&(b)Ek(d)

Unclassified level. First, compute the sum by directly
adding the numerators of fractions, because the denominator is 10 in all data
3

.

Note 2. If noninteger initial data are dealt with as
fractions, then every result received from the unclassified level is a fraction; the numerator of the exact
result must be decrypted and thereafter divided over
the real numbers by the decrypted denominator (be it
a power of 10 or not), in order to get the right number
of decimal positions.
We next give one numerical example
computation with the proposed PH.

The encrypted data are forwarded to the unclassified
level, along with their denominators: ( 1,l) for Ek (24)
and (10,lO) for the rest of data.

to illustrate

Example 2. This example is ridiculously small, but it
illustrates the computation of a formula including two
additions and one multiplication, i.e. (xi +x2 +x3)x4.
For brevity and clarity, take n = 2, that is, cleartexts
are split into two parts during encryption.
Classified level. Let p = 17, q = 13, rp = 2 and
=
rY = 3 be the secret key. Let (xI,x~,x~,x~)

c

&(X.i)=([4+4+8,6+6+12],

i=l

[5+4+5,12+9+

121)

=([16,24],[14,33]).
The denominator of the sum is obviously
Next, multiply by Ek (5.4) :
(E/c(%) + Ed-h)
= ([l6,241,

(10,lO).

+ Ek(%))Ed%)

[l4,331)

x (1691,

[13,41)

=([0,0],[16~6,24x9],
[16x

13+14x6,24x4+33x9],

[14x

13,33x4])

= ([O,O],

[96,2161,

[292,393],

[ 182,132]).

Thus, the numerator of the result has terms up to the
fourth r-degree. The denominator of the product is
10 x 1 = 10 for all terms. Return both numerator and
denominator to the classified level.
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Classified
([Ox

rpl

An equality analogous to (2) can be written for the q,
rp and cij (the mod q ciphertexts). Remark that, from
the cryptanalyst’s point of view, the system formed
by the nl + 1 equations (2) and (3) has 2nl+ 2 unknowns, namely the aij, the nij and also p and r,,.
Thus the system has (n - l>l + 2 degrees of freedom, being completely undetermined. Adding the matrix equality for cij, q and r4 is of no use, since it
means nl new equations and nl + 2 new unknowns,
thus increasing the number of degrees of freedom by
two.
Nevertheless, if the cryptanalyst factors m by finding p or q in some way, then the system 2 can be
transformed into a system of congruences

level. Compute
x r;’

modp,O

modq],

q] ,
r-i3 mod q] ,

[96 x rp* mod p, 216 x rq* mod
[ 292 x ri3 mod p, 393 x

[ 182 x r-p4 mod p, 132 x t-p4 mod q] )
=([Ox9mod17,Ox9mod13],
[96 x 9* mod 17,216 x 9* mod 131,
[ 292 x 93 mod 17,393 x 93 mod 131,
[ 182 x 94 mod 17,132 x 94 mod 131)
= (r&01,

r7,111,

[11,31, [5,51) = ([6,61),

where, in the last step, all terms have been added up
over Z, x Z,. Now use the Chinese remainder theorem
on the pair [ 6,6] to recover the (ft + _Q + Es)& =
6 mod pq = 6. Finally, divide 6 by the denominator
10 returned by the unclassified level, so that the final
result is (xt + x2 + x3)x4 = 0.6.
2.1. Security analysis
If factoring is hard, we argue that the PH whose
encryption function is specified by Eq. ( 1) cannot
be broken in general by a known-cleartext
attack in
which the cryptanalyst knows some random cleartextciphertext pairs. We next justify this assertion, assuming that m is public (worst case).
Given cleartexts ai, for i = 1, . . . , I, ciphertexts may
have several terms of different r-degrees. Let n be
the maximum r-degree of ciphertexts in known pairs.
Then, from the definition of the PH, the following
equalities can be written:

rbll .- h,i

rnll ..+4

(2)

aij E ai
j=l

(mod m) ,

1 < i < 1.
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(3)

qbij=qaijti

(modm),

l<i<Z,

l<j<n.

(4)

The above equations, together with equations (3)
yield a set of nl + I congruences having nl + 1 unknowns (namely r,, and the aij) . If 1 3 n then the powers of rP can be dealt with as independent unknowns,
so that the resulting system is linear and overdetermined (nl + 1 equations and nE + n unknowns). Thus
n is, to some extent, a security parameter.
A possible strategy for finding p and q is to use
the estimators fi = max{bij} and q = max{cij}. HOWever, j? and 4 are not good enough to get polynomially close to p or q with polynomially many ciphertexts. On the other hand, the techniques described in
[ 31 and [ 41 to break congruential generators with unknown parameters do not seem to apply here, since
there is no recurrent relation between the known cleartexts and ciphertexts that can be exploited A supplementary way to increase security is for the classified
level to keep m secret, because in this case the cryptanalyst cannot even recognize whether the right p and
q have been found; unfortunately, there is a tradeoff
with cost-effectiveness since keeping m secret prevents
the unclassified level from reducing modulo m during computation, which leads to handling very large
numbers.
We will finally show that cleartext splitting is essential to the security of the PH, which means that
one should take n 2 2. The PH is insecure when
the known cleartext-ciphertext
pairs are initial data
encrypted without cleartext splitting (that is, when
n = 1 and cipher-texts consist of only a first r-degree
term).
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Table 1
Encrypted

perturbations

Perturbed

operation

corresponding

to elementary
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operations

Clear perturbation

Encrypted

x* + y*
n’ - y*

-_(&I + a?)
--(ax - Ey)

&(--ax)
%(-ax)

+ .%(-‘+)
- &(-Ey)

x*.v+

--X*Ey

x*&d-EY)

+Y*&-Ex)

-

_V*Ex -+ EXEy

Proposition 3. Assume that n = 1 and that cleartextciphertextpairs
(ai,[bi,ci]),i=l,...,lareknown.
Then theproposedprivacy
homomorphism can be broken by an extended Brickell-Yacobi gcd attack.
Proof. The cryptanalyst can write bi + nip = airp
and bj + njp = ajrp. Now, solving for rP in the
first equation and substituting in the second one, she
gets
aibj - ajbi = (ajni - ainj)p.
The left-hand side is known to the cryptanalyst
and is a multiple of p. The same procedure is repeated for 1 < i, j < I with i # j. Even if the
number I of known pairs is small, there is a high
probability that p is equal to the greatest common
divisor of the multiples obtained in this way. Once
p is known, any equation airp mod p = bi can
be solved for r,,. Determining
q and rq is analogous.
0

3. Multilevel computation
data

on randomly

perturbed

We conclude by showing an application of the proposed PH to multilevel computation on sensitive data.
Using a PH, a classified level can release disclosure
protected data (e.g. perturbed data, see [ 61) for, say,
statistical processing at an unclassified level. Little effort at the classified level suffices to obtain exact results from computations performed by the unclassified level on this perturbed data: restoration of the
exact result involves only decrypting the perturbation
of the unclassified result. With this scheme, just a
“small core” is needed for classified tasks at a statistical office. Moreover, external computing facilities
can be subcontracted without compromising
statistical secrecy - external service providers being special
instances of unclassified levels.

281

perturbation

+.h(-Ex)Ek(-Ev)

Assume that, at a classified level, a statistical office uses a random perturbation method on sensitive
data ~1, ~2,. . . ,x,. This gives xf = xi + Ei, for all
i = l,... , n where Ei is a random value. Let Ek be
the encrypting transformation
of a PH with a set F
of cleartext operations and a corresponding
set F’
of ciphertext operations. Now, the classified level
releases the pairs (XT, .&(-EL) ) to the unclassified
level for further computation. This level is able to
perform on the xf the operations in F and compute
the encrypted perturbation of the result by using the
operations in F’ on the & ( Mei). As explained above,
F and F’ in the PH proposed here include the elementary arithmetical operations, thus being suited
for statistical computation. Table 1 summarizes the
computations
on encrypted perturbations
generated
by elementary operations. Given that x = x* - E,
and y = y* - Ed, deriving the perturbations for addition, subtraction and multiplication
is straightforward. Division is not explicitly considered, because
it follows from Section 2 that it can be avoided if
rational numbers are represented
and handled as
fractions.
When the classified level receives the result of a
computation from the unclassified level, it decrypts
the perturbation and adds the clear perturbation to the
perturbed result to obtain the exact result. If perturbations of initial data were converted to integers as
illustrated in Example 2, every perturbation received
from the unclassified level is a fraction; the numerator
of the perturbation must be decrypted and thereafter
divided over the real numbers by the decrypted denominator (maybe a power of lo), in order to get the
right number of decimal positions.
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